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Abstract: In this study, an analysis of the capabilities of unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)
photogrammetry to obtain point clouds from areas with a near-vertical inclination was carried
out. For this purpose, 18 different combinations were proposed, varying the number of ground
control points (GCPs), the adequacy (or not) of the distribution of GCPs, and the orientation of the
photographs (nadir and oblique). The results have shown that under certain conditions, the accuracy
achieved was similar to those obtained by a terrestrial laser scanner (TLS). For this reason, it is
necessary to increase the number of GCPs as much as possible in order to cover a whole study area.
In the event that this is not possible, the inclusion of oblique photography ostensibly improves results;
therefore, it is always advisable since they also improve the geometric descriptions of break lines or
sudden changes in slope. In this sense, UAVs seem to be a more economic substitute compared to
TLS for vertical wall surveying.
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1. Introduction
Topographical surveys of surfaces with high angles of inclination such as nearly vertical slopes
on roads or motorways, as well as the survey on architectural facades, are a technical challenge, the
main concern of which is ensuring the safety of the operators responsible for carrying out the survey.
Technical equipment has traditionally been used to guarantee this safety by preventing the operator
from having to access the survey area. Thus, for road slopes, for example, total stations without
prisms have been used, or architectural facades have been counted, in addition, with the resource of
the rectification of photographs. However, since terrestrial laser scanners (TLS) came on the market,
their use has contributed to improving the effectiveness in these kinds of studies, as well as those in
other fields (e.g., cartography, geographic information systems, spatial planning, industry, forestry).
TLS measures the time of flight of an emitted laser pulse that is reflected off of an intervening feature
and returned to the sensor, thus resulting in a range measurement [1]. Because lasers arrive directly
at the surface of the object and are reflected from it, this technology can precisely acquire spatial
coordinates with an error that depends on the range, which usually varies between 1 and 10 mm.
However, the TLS is expensive, and there are times when its use is limited due to certain circumstances
that can distort and introduce error in measurements, including penetration and diffused reflection
of the beam [2], or shadows that produce gaps in the point cloud. At present, there is a trend to
complement this technology with unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) carrying digital cameras.
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In recent years there has been a growing interest in UAVs from the scientific community, as well as
geomatics professionals and software developers, which has led to their use in increasing applications
related to architecture and engineering [3,4]. In fact, UAVs were first used for military applications [5]
and then for civilian purposes [6] such as precision agriculture [7,8], forestry studies [9,10], fire
monitoring [11,12], cultural heritage and archaeology [13–15], traffic monitoring [16,17], environmental
surveying [18,19], and 3D reconstruction [20–22]. UAV photogrammetry is gaining ground in the gap
between traditional surveying methods and photogrammetric flights performed with conventional
aircraft. Depending on the extent of the area, UAVs are more competitive because they offer greater
flexibility while requiring less time to acquire data, and, additionally, they represent a significant cost
reduction compared to the use of traditional aircraft [23].
The combination of computer vision and photogrammetry [24] has allowed great advances in
the automation process by highlighting the use of images with different tilt angles and at different
heights [25]. There are several software packages that allow photographs taken with conventional
cameras to obtain 3D reconstruction by means of point clouds. The majority of these software packages
are based on special algorithms, such as Structure-from-Motion (SfM) [26–28]. SfM is an algorithm
that automatically reconstructs the geometry of the scene, the positions and the orientation from
which the photographs were taken, without the need to establish a point network with known 3D
coordinates [29,30]. SfM incorporates multi-view stereopsis (MVS) techniques [31], which derive a 3D
structure from overlapping photography, acquired from multiple locations and angles [32], and applies
them to a scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) operator for key-point detection. This generates
3D point clouds from photographs. Contrary to classical aerial photogrammetry, which requires
sophisticated flight planning and pre-calibration of cameras [33], SfM simplifies the process, thus
eliminating the need for exhaustive planning or camera calibration, and allowing for the use of images
from different cameras. The result of processing this algorithm is a point cloud without scale or
orientation, whose georeferencing can be obtained by direct methods through the use of photographs
with EXIF data or by indirect methods using ground control points (GCPs) [34]. There are numerous
studies that analyze the effect of different parameters on the accuracy of products obtained by UAV
photogrammetry [35–40]. Of all of them, the number of GCPs is of special importance [41], as is their
distribution and the use of photographs with different inclination angles [42]. In summary, UAV
photogrammetry has shown a great deal of development in recent years and is increasingly used in
situations where other techniques are less efficient or simply not feasible. Therefore, it is necessary to
continue developing specific methodologies to obtain accurate results using UAV photogrammetry in
extreme topographic situations, such as dealing with quasi-vertical walls.
The goal of this study is to validate the specific use of point clouds obtained by UAV
photogrammetry for the topographic survey of walls or facades that have an inclination close
to vertical. For this purpose, 18 scenarios have been proposed that use different combinations of GCPs
and photograph orientations and adopt adequate (or inadequate) GCP distributions. All of these
scenarios have been compared with the one obtained through a TLS, resulting in certain parameters
for UAV photogrammetry, with accuracy that is comparable to that obtained through TLS.
2. Materials and Methods
The flow followed in this work is shown in Figure 1. In summary, work begins with a global
navigation satellite system (GNSS) survey of the dam edges and georeferencing targets. The points
obtained on the dam edges are then used to interpolate seven profiles along the dam cross section that
are then used to validate the point cloud obtained by the TLS. The targets are used indistinctly for the
georeferencing of the 18 UAV photogrammetry projects and for quality control. Once the point clouds
are obtained by UAV photogrammetry, they are compared with that obtained by TLS.
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(Spain) about 7 km from the village of Níjar (Figure 2). Construction on the dam began with the 
foundation works in 1841, although it was not inaugurated until 8 May 1850 without the completion 
of the canals or offices, which would last until 1857. The reservoir was never completely filled, and 
the project failed due to several faults in the calculations made in the hydrological and pluviometric 
studies of the area. 
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However, this dam is one of the most spectacular, and simultaneously least known, elements of 
Spain’s hydraulic heritage. It is one of the few examples of the great hydraulic work undertaken in 
the 19th century, as well a key world reference for stone arch-gravity dams [43]. 
It was selected because of its downstream profile with walls that are very close to the vertical; 
its total height at its central point 31 m above the riverbed, as is shown in Figure 3. 
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2.1. Study Site
The study area was centered on the Isabel II Dam (1841–1857), located in the province of Almería
(Spain) about 7 km from the village of Níjar (Figure 2). Construction on the dam began with the
foundation works in 1841, although it was not inaugurated until 8 May 1850 without the completion of
the canals or offices, which would last until 1857. The reservoir was never completely filled, and the
project failed due to several faults in the calculations made in the hydrological and pluviometric studies
of the area.
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Figure 2. Location of the study site.
However, this dam is one of the most spectacular, and simultaneously least known, elements of
Spain’s hydraulic heritage. It is one of the few examples of the great hydraulic work undertaken in the
19th century, as well a key world reference for stone arch-gravity dams [43].
It was selected because of its downstream profile with walls that are very close to the vertical; its
total height at its central point 31 m above the riverbed, as is shown in Figure 3.
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2.2. GNSS Surveying of Dam Edges and Ground Control Points 
Before performing the photogrammetric flights and TLS scanning, a traditional GNSS survey 
was carried out, materializing a total of 113 points distributed along the dam's downstream face, 
mostly on the edges of the steps, which allowed for their subsequent complete interpolation by means 
of cabinet work, as shown in Figure 4a. Of all these points, 17 were materialized by means of targets 
that allowed for their later viewing in photographs taken by the UAV. The targets used consisted of 
a red paper of size A3 (420 × 297 mm) with four quadrants, two of them black. Figure 4b shows an 
example of one of these targets. The three-dimensional (3D) coordinates of these targets were 
measured with a GNSS receiver operating in post-processing kinematic mode (PPK), with the base 
emitting corrections at a point near the dam, as shown in Figure 4c. Both rover and base GNSS 
receivers were Trimble R6 systems. The 3D coordinates of the base, corrected via the Trimble 
Centerpoint RTX Post-Processing Service, were 574909.418, 4093250.721, and 372.012 m (European 
Terrestrial Reference System 1989, ETRS89 and EGM08 geoid model). 
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2.2. GNSS urveying of Dam Edges and Grou o trol oi ts
Before performing the phot gram etric flights and TLS scanni g, a traditional GNSS survey was
carried out, materializing total of 113 p ints distributed along the dam’s downstream fac , ostly on
the edges of step , which allowed for their subsequent complete interpolation by means of c binet
work, s sho n in Figure 4a. Of all these points, 17 were materialized by means of targets that allowed
for their later viewing in photographs taken by the UAV. The targets used consisted of a red paper
of size A3 (420 × 297 mm) with four quadrants, two of them black. Figure 4b shows an example of
one of these targets. The three-dimensional (3D) coordinates of these targets were measured with a
GNSS receiver operating in post-processing kinematic mode (PPK), with the base emitting corrections
at a point near the dam, as shown in Figure 4c. Both rover and base GNSS receivers were Trimble R6
systems. The 3D coordinates of the base, corrected via the Trimble Centerpoint RTX Post-Processing
Service, were 574909.418, 4093250.721, and 372.012 m (European Terrestrial Reference System 1989,
ETRS89 and EGM08 geoid model).
From the data obtained by GNSS, seven theoretical profiles were made along the entire downstream
face of the dam, numbered P1 to P7. These theoretical profiles obtained by GNSS are shown in Figure 5.
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2.3. Topographic Surveying Using TLS
In order to meet the objective of this research, it was necessary to obtain a complete point
cloud of the study area that would allow its later comparison with the products obtained by UAV
photogrammetry. To this end, a complete scan of the dam’s downstream face was carried out using TLS.
The TLS provides a three-dimensional quasi-constant point cloud of the observed objects.
The accuracy of this point cloud depends mainly on the distance between the scanner and the
observed object. In recent years, the application of this equipment is increasing exponentially [44–47].
TLS measurements are based on the time elapsed by a laser ray emitted by the scanner and reflected
by the object. From the time measurement, the distance is obtained and transformed into real-time
coordinates. The working guidelines are described in depth in [48].
2.3.1. Data Acquisition
In this paper, a Trimble TX8 Scanner (Figure 6) was utilized for the topographical survey of the
dam. This scanner measures almost 1 million points per second and its maximum scanning range is
120 m, but can extend up to 340 m under favorable conditions. The wavelength of the laser is 1.5 µm,
and the scanning frequency is 1 MHz. Advertised measurement accuracy is ±2 mm, and the angular
resolution is 0.07 mrad. It also includes an integrated HDR camera with 10 MP resolution. This scanner
was used by [49] to measure the deflections of a technological suspension bridge above the Odra River
(Southern Poland).Remote Sens. 2020, 12, 2221 7 of 23 
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Figure 7. (a) View of the 4 stations from which the complete scanning was carried out and 5 points for
georeferencing; (b) view from Station 1; (c) view from Station 2; (d) view from Station 3; (e) view from
Station 4.
The point cloud for Station 1 had a total of 57,348,448 points. Station 2 had 119,268,180 points,
Station 3 had 96,323,508 points, and Station 4 had 274,417,074 points.
2.3.2. Data Processing
Processing of the point clouds obtained by TLS was carried out using Trimble RealWorks software.
The first step carried out once the clouds were loaded was the relative registration between them.
To obtain a fine registration of all TLS datasets, cloud-to-cloud registration was used. This required
searching for common tie points between each pair of clouds. Then, the four point clouds were merged
into a single point cloud. This processing methodology was used by [50] who reported errors between
11–19 mm, [51] with an error of 13 mm, or [52] where a maximum error of 42 mm was found between
scans from two different stations. The results of the registration of this work are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Result of the registration of the 4 scanning stations.
Station Cloud to Cloud Error (cm) Common Points (%) Confidence (%)
SS-1
SS-2 0.237 35% 97%
SS-3 0.278 18% 80%
SS-4 0.469 48% 99%
SS-2
SS-1 0.237 35% 97%
SS-4 0.381 57% 100%
SS-3
SS-1 0.278 18% 80%
SS-4
SS-1 0.469 48% 99%
SS-2 0.381 57% 100%
Once registration of the four scanning stations was complete, the indirect georeferencing of the
merged point cloud was carried out in absolute coordinates using the ETRS89 UTM zone 30 N reference
system. For this purpose, five control points were used, measured by GNSS, the position of which is
shown in Figure 7a. The results of the indirect georeferencing adjustment are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Result of the indirect georeferencing of the project.
Point X-Error (cm) Y-Error (cm) Z-Error (cm) Total Error (cm)
Point-1
SS-1 −1.062 0.491 0.404 1.238
Point-2
SS-2 −1.841 −2.341 −1.459 3.316
Point-3
SS-2 0.741 2.998 1.619 3.487
Point-4
SS-4 1.741 0.973 0.354 2.026
Point-5
SS-2 0.420 −2.120 −0.917 2.348
The final TLS point cloud resulting from combining the four individual point clouds can also be
seen in Figure 7a. To reduce the size of the resulting point cloud, limits were established according to
the area of interest, resulting in a point cloud of 74,447,399 points.
2.4. Topographic Surveying Using UAV Photogrammetry
2.4.1. Image Capture
The images used in this study were captured by a rotary wing with four rotors, DJI Phantom 4 Pro
UAV. This equipment has a navigation system that uses GPS and GLONASS. In addition, it is equipped
with front, rear, and lower vision systems that allow it to detect surfaces with defined patterns and
adequate lighting and avoid obstacles with a range between 0.2 and 7 m. The Phantom 4 RGB camera
is equipped with a one-inch, 20-megapixel (5472 × 3648) sensor and has a manually adjustable aperture
(from F2.8 to F11). The lens has a fixed focal length of 8.8 mm and a horizontal field of view (FOV) of 84◦.
The acquisition of photographs from a UAV takes place via airborne photogrammetry from the aircraft,
whereby a block of photographs is taken from parallel flight lines that are flown in a snake pattern at a
stable altitude with constant overlap and a vertical camera angle (90◦) [53]. However, the integration of
oblique photographs can reduce the systematic deformation resulting from inaccurate calculations to
determine the internal geometry of the camera in modern SfM–MVS photogrammetry [54,55]. There is
evidence that oblique photographs contribute to the integrity of the point cloud reconstruction [51,56].
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For example, [51] studied the influence of the angle of the oblique images, ranging from 0–35◦, and
compared it with the TLS. They concluded that oblique images are indispensable to the improvement
of accuracy and the decreasing of systematic errors in the endpoint cloud. The results also suggested
that oblique camera angles of between 20 and 35◦ increased accuracy by almost 50%, in relation to
blocks with only nadir images.
The images were obtained from two independent flights. The first was carried out in automatic
pilot mode through the DJI GS Pro application, and a total of 207 nadir photographs were obtained
in 13 passes. The flight height was set at 36 m above the dam crest, which is equivalent to a ground
sample distance (GSD) of 1.3 cm. To obtain side and forward overlaps of 65% and 80%, respectively,
the camera took a shot every two seconds. The second flight was made in manual mode to obtain
oblique photographs, in order to provide photographic capture of all the details of the dam´s geometry.
This flight was carried out at an approximate distance of 30 m from the downstream face of the dam
and was executed in seven different passes, parallel to the dam and at varying altitudes. A total of 372
photographs (including those of the control building and the guard, which are not relevant to this
study) were taken. In addition, due to the camera’s wide FOV, it was possible to cover the entire dam
without going too far away from it. To avoid the appearance of the horizon in the photographs, an
inclination angle of about 45◦ was adopted. No frontal photographs were taken, as much of the study
area had horizontal surfaces. A total of 579 photographs with different points of view and scales were
used to process the photogrammetric projects. Figure 8 shows the image overlap and camera locations
for both flights.
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2.4.2. Image Processing
The photogrammetric projects were executed using Agisoft Metashape Professional software,
version 1.6.1.10009. This software is based on the SfM algorithm and runs in three independent steps.
In the first step, all images are aligned by identifying and tying common points. During this process,
the software estimates the camera’s internal and external orientation parameters, including non-linear
radial distortion. The software only needs the focal length value, which it obtains directly from the
EXIF data of the photographs. This was carried out with the PhotoScan accuracy set to “medium” in
order to reduce the processing time. The result of this step is the camera position and orientation, as
well as the internal calibration parameters and the 3D relative coordinates of a sparse point cloud in the
area of interest. In the second step, the sparse point cloud is referred to an absolute coordinate system,
in our case ETRS89 UTM 30N, and the point cloud is densified, once the optimization and adjustment
of the camera model have been completed. This was also carried out with the PhotoScan accuracy set
to “medium”. This point cloud needs to be cleaned up to eliminate all of the wild points not belonging
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in the model, which is done manually. The result is a highly detailed point cloud. From this point
cloud, a mesh can be obtained; in this study, this was done using the height field method. In the third
step, texture is applied to the mesh, and finally the orthophoto, digital surface model (DSM) and point
cloud can be exported, in *.las formats. The bundle adjustment can be carried out using at least three
ground control points (GCPs), but more accurate results can be obtained if more GCPs are used; thus,
it is recommended that more GCPs be used to obtain optimal accuracy [57,58]. In this study, 17 targets
placed on the dam were used as GCPs to georeference the project. The remaining targets not used in the
bundle adjustment were used as control points (CPs) to evaluate the photogrammetric project accuracy,
according to the root mean square error (RMSE) formula, described in [35]. There are numerous studies
in which it has been corroborated that increasing the number of GCPs improves the accuracy of results
of UAV photogrammetric projects. For example, [59] needed approximately six to seven GCPs to
obtain accuracy of about 15.6 cm, and specified that it was necessary to increase the number of GCPs
to reduce error. In [60], a study was conducted to analyze the optimal number of GCPs for volumetric
measurements in open pit mines; for accuracies of about 5.0 cm, they concluded that about 15 GCP/km2
were needed. In [61], an extensive study was carried out with over 3000 combinations, concluding
that an increase in GCPs improves accuracy, with a limited project ground sample distance (GSD).
In addition, [62] studied the influence of GCP distribution on the accuracy obtained in photogrammetric
projects and concluded that the vertical error is proportional to distance, to the nearest GCP. In their
case, they obtained vertical RMSEs that ranged from 15.6 cm for three GCPs to 5.9 cm for 101 GCPs.
In total, 18 photogrammetric projects were carried out, differentiating the types of orientation
used in the photographs (nadiral, oblique, or both), the number of GCPs used for georeferencing (3, 5,
and 7), and an adequate or inadequate distribution of GCPs, according to [41], who established that
an adequate distribution of GCPs is one in which GCPs are arranged at the edge of the study area,
while the interior area is covered homogeneously with GCPs; distributions of GCPs that do not meet
these criteria are considered inadequate. Table 3 shows a summary of the executed photogrammetric
projects, and Figure 9 shows the different combinations of numbers of GCPs and type of distribution of
the GCPs.




Orientation Number of GCPs Used Adequate Distribution
1 Nadiral 3 Yes
2 Oblique 3 Yes
3 Nadiral & Oblique 3 Yes
4 Nadiral 3 Not
5 Oblique 3 Not
6 Nadiral & Oblique 3 Not
7 Nadiral 5 Yes
8 Oblique 5 Yes
9 Nadiral & Oblique 5 Yes
10 Nadiral 5 Not
11 Oblique 5 Not
12 Nadiral & Oblique 5 Not
13 Nadiral 7 Yes
14 Oblique 7 Yes
15 Nadiral & Oblique 7 Yes
16 Nadiral 7 Not
17 Oblique 7 Not
18 Nadiral & Oblique 7 Not
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2.4.3. Accuracy Assessment
The evaluation of the accuracy was carried out by measuring the values of RMSEX, RMSEY, and
RMSEZ, as well as RMSET (total error) measured on each CP.
2.5. Point Cloud Management
Prior to the above, and in order to compare the profiles obtained from GNSS with the point cloud
obtained from TLS, the cloud-to-mesh (C2M) tool, offered by CloudCompare v2.8 [63], was used.
The mesh was first obtained from the point cloud of the TLS, using the Dalaunay 2.5 tool, and once
obtained, the C2M algorithm was applied to corroborate the adequate georeferencing of the TLS cloud
and its validity for use as a reference for comparison against photogrammetric projects.
A multiscale model-to-model cloud comparison (M3C2) tool was used to compare the point
clouds generated by the photogrammetric projects with the point cloud generated by the TLS. This
tool calculates in a robust way, the distance, positive or negative, between two point clouds [64].
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The principles of operation of this tool are described in [41]. M3C2 output consists of, amongst other
data, a text file with the x-, y-, and z-coordinates for each point of the reference cloud and the 3D
distance associated with the comparison. All data can be displayed using a color scale to highlight the
resulting scalar field.
3. Results
3.1. Validation of Data Derived From TLS in Comparison With Theoretical Profiles Obtained by GNSS
Table 4 shows a summary of the comparison between the profiles obtained by GNSS and the
model derived from the point cloud obtained by TLS. For the seven profiles studied, the average of
the mean differences is below 0.03 cm with a standard deviation of less than 3 cm, which ensures the
correct georeferencing of the TLS point cloud.
Table 4. Summary of comparison between profiles obtained by GNSS and data derived from a terrestrial
laser scanner (TLS).
Errors TLS vs GNSS








Mean of profiles −0.030 2.965
Figure 10a graphically represents the differences across the seven profiles obtained by GNSS with
respect to the model derived from the point cloud obtained by TLS. Figure 10b shows an example of
the error distribution for Profile 2, in which it can be seen that most of the differences are close to 0 and
that, in some cases, larger errors appeared in most cases due to the presence of shrubs growing on the
dam face, as shown in Figure 10c.
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3.2. RMSE UAV-PhotogrAmmetric Projects
Figure 11 shows the precision results obtained in the 18 photogrammetric projects through the
evaluation of the RMSE.
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From the analysis of the data obtained, it is clear that an adequate distribution of GCPs is
important for the minimization of errors. The results obtained were in line with those obtained
by [41]. Therefore, the average error in the projects with inadequate distribution was around 8.5 cm,
while in the projects with adequate distribution, it was in an average of 4.0 cm, which represents an
improvement of more than 50%. As indicated in [57], increasing the number of GCPs improves the
accuracy of photogrammetric projects, regardless of whether the distribution of GCPs is adequate or
not. In this study, a slight worsening was found for 7 GCPs against 5 GCPs. Thus, for 3 GCPs the
average error was 7.1, for 5 GCPs it was 5.5, and for 7 GCPs it was 6.2 cm. This alteration was only
found for the projects with inadequate distribution, while for the projects with adequate distribution,
the error decreased as the number of GCPs increased. Thus, for 3 GCPs the average error was 4.8, for
5 GCPs it was 4.0, and for 7 GCPs it was 3.3 cm. Regarding the orientation of the photographs, an
average error of 7.9 was obtained for projects with nadiral photographs, 5.0 for projects with oblique
photographs, and 6.0 cm for projects that combined both orientations of photographs. For the projects
with inadequate distribution, the best results were obtained for oblique photographs with an average of
6.2 cm. However, for an adequate distribution, the best results were obtained for nadiral photographs
with an average of 3.7 as opposed to 3.8 obtained for oblique photographs, or 4.6 cm for projects that
combined both orientations.
3.3. Vertical Distances between the Point Clouds Obtained by TLS and UAV Photogrammetry
For all studied scenarios, the point clouds were evaluated based on reference data acquired by the
TLS. There are several studies in scientific literature concerning the evaluation of vertical distances
between clouds obtained by UAV photogrammetry and reference clouds. For example, [65] evaluated
the capacity of UAV photogrammetry to obtain point clouds in quarries where there were walls with
near-vertical inclination. In this study, they corroborated the improvement in the description of the
break lines and in the accuracy of cross profiles with vertical walls, using oblique photographs and
comparing the UAV photogrammetry clouds with the profiles obtained by a total station. One of their
main conclusions was that the scenario with nadir photographs resulted in smoother geometry and a
more gradual transition between vertical and horizontal surfaces than the scenario involving nadir
and oblique photographs.
Figure 12 shows the vertical distances between the cloud obtained by TLS and the six UAV
photogrammetry projects executed with 3 GCPs. For the projects with nadiral photographs and
adequate distribution of GCPs, the M3C2-calculated vertical distances resulted in absolute values
distributed as a Gaussian function with mean = −0.075 and standard deviation (SD) = 8.335 cm. For the
project with nadiral photographs and inadequate distribution of GCPs, a mean distance of −7.806 and
an SD of 13.586 cm were obtained. For the project with oblique photographs and adequate distribution
of GCPs, an average distance of 0.068 and an SD of 6.406 cm were obtained. For the project with
oblique photographs and inadequate distribution of GCPs, an average distance of −21.597 and an
SD of 22.466 cm were obtained. For the project with nadiral and oblique photographs and adequate
distribution of GCPs, a mean distance of 0.195 and an SD of 7.066 cm were obtained. For the project
with nadiral and oblique photographs and inadequate distribution of GCPs, an average distance of
−24.692 and an SD of 26.988 cm were obtained. For this scenario, with inadequate distribution, the use
of oblique photographs increased the average absolute distance between the clouds by 47%. However,
for an adequate distribution, there was a reduction of the average cloud distance by 30%.
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Figure 12. UAV-photogrammetric projects with 3 GCPS (units in meters). (a) Nadiral-3GCPs-Yes;
(b) Nadiral-3GCPs-Not; (c) Oblique-3GCPs-Yes; (d) Oblique-3GCPs-Not; (e) Nadiral&Oblique-3GCPs-Yes;
(f) Nadiral&Oblique-3GCPs-Not.
Figure 13 shows the vertical distances between the cloud obtained by TLS and the six UAV
photogrammetry projects executed with 5 GCPs. For the project with nadiral photographs and
adequate distribution of GCPs, an average distance of 0.492 and an SD of 7.236 cm were obtained.
For the project with nadir photographs and inadequate distribution of GCPs, a mean distance of
−3.015 and an SD of 7.501 cm were obtained. For the project with oblique photographs and inadequate
distribution of GCPs, a mean distance of 1.109 and an SD of 6.092 cm were obtained. For the project
with oblique photographs and inadequate distribution of GCPs, a mean distance of −1.418 and an
SD of 6.303 cm were obtained. For the project with nadiral and oblique photographs and adequate
distribution of GCPs, a mean distance of 1.361 and SD of 6.593 m were obtained. For the project
with nadiral and oblique photographs and inadequate distribution of GCPs, a mean distance of
−1.666 and SD of 6.661 cm were obtained. For this scenario, with inadequate distribution, the use of
oblique photographs reduced the absolute average distance between the clouds by 25%, and by 9% for
adequate distribution.
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4. Discussion
Considering that the accuracy error of measurements made with GNSS was about 8 for the
horizontal plane and 15 mm vertically, the adjustment obtained for the TLS point cloud is considered
adequate, since the average adjustment error obtained at the control points was 25 mm. In turn, the
maximum cloud-to-cloud error found in the four-station registry was below 5 mm, similar to that
obtained by [50,51], and much less than that reported by [52]. Analyzing the differences with respect to
the seven theoretical profiles obtained by GNSS, a mean error of −0.030 and a standard deviation (SD)
of 2.965 cm were found. Similar errors were obtained by [66], who reported three different experiments
to obtain indirect georeferencing of TLS point clouds by using control lines. The results they found
ranged from a mean error of 0.002–0.064 and a SD between 0.928 cm and 1.729 cm. Therefore, in view of
the results obtained for the adjustment and georeferencing of the point cloud by TLS, it can be adopted
as a reference cloud for subsequent comparison with projects obtained by UAV photogrammetry.
Regarding the number of GCPs used for the georeferencing of photogrammetric projects, in this
study, a clear trend of improved results was obtained by increasing the number of GCPs, with the only
noteworthy change being for an inadequate distribution of the seven GCPs. This is approximately 50%
less obvious with oblique photographs than with nadiral photographs, which demonstrates the need
to incorporate oblique photographs when it is not possible to have an adequate distribution of GCPs.
According to [62], the results of our study show similar values, where, for three GCPs and an
inadequate distribution, an RMSE of 9.49 cm was obtained, while with an increase of GCPs and
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improved distribution the RMSE decreased to 3.32 cm. This same trend is observed regardless of the
orientation of the photographs.
In recent years, studies on the benefit of introducing oblique images or an adequate distribution of
GCPs in UAV photogrammetry projects are common. However, there have been only few such studies
applied to quasi-vertical or vertical walls. In [55], it is noted that for the network of self-calibrated
images to be accurate, the spatial distribution of GCPs needs to cover the whole area of interest. In turn,
the density of GCPs depends on the accuracy needed in the project, the geometry of the network,
and the quality of the photographs. For example, to obtain accuracies of 5.0 cm, at a height of 100 m
(GSD 23 mm), about 15 GCPs were needed, with an average minimum spacing of 50 m. They pointed
out that improving the network geometry with oblique images or with a precisely pre-calibrated
camera could reduce the number of GCPs. These results coincide with those obtained in this study,
especially when the distribution of GCPs was inadequate. However, when the number of GCPs was
increased to five or seven, and the distribution was adequate, no improvement was found with the
use of oblique photographs. For projects with inadequate distribution, the use of nadir photographs
dramatically worsens the results. In this case, nadir photographs do not have such a strong effect
when combined with oblique photographs. In the case of adequate distribution, the opposite happens;
the best results are obtained with nadir photographs, while in this case, oblique photographs slightly
worsen the results.
As noted in [67], the accuracy does not only depend upon the number of GCPs, but also on
their distribution pattern. Therefore, the choice of a suitable pattern and the number of GCPs for a
particular mission can help obtain sufficiently accurate results with economic feasibility. In their study,
the accuracy ranged from 18.2 with three GCPs to 11.3 cm with nine GCPs. They also highlighted the
importance of positioning a GCP in the central region of the area. There was a substantial improvement
in accuracy due to the addition of another GCP in the central area. Our study has improved those
results, where, for three GCPs and an adequate distribution, the average error was 4.8 cm. In [42],
the authors studied the acquisition and use of oblique images for the 3D reconstruction of a historical
building, obtained by UAV for the realization of a high-level-of-detail architectural survey. For this
purpose, they used several software applications, obtaining similar results, in which the differences
with respect to a reference cloud ranged from 0.3–2.5 to 1.6–3.9 cm. As demonstrated in [68], the use
of oblique images obtained from a low-cost UAV system and processed by SfM software was an
effective method for surveying cultural heritage sites. In particular, they studied a facade, in which
they obtained an average distance between the clouds (UAV vs TLS) of 4.0 cm, with an SD of 9.0 cm.
Similar results were found in our study, where, for an adequate distribution of GCPs, the mean value
ranged from −0.1 to 1.4 cm with an SD ranging from 6.1 to 8.3 cm.
With respect to the break lines referred to by [65], this fact can be visually corroborated with
reference to Figures 11–13, wherein the major differences can be seen in the edges, at which abrupt
changes of slope occur. According to [51], in our study, evaluating the vertical distances between the
UAV photogrammetry cloud and the TLS cloud, the use of oblique photographs improved results by
between 9% and 30% for all scenarios except three GCPs and inadequate distribution.
5. Conclusions
The SfM analysis of the UAV images is a valuable and verified tool for surveyors interested in
the high-resolution reconstruction of nearly vertical walls. UAV studies are also a useful tool for
risk management in accessing hazardous and inaccessible areas, such as in cases of slope cuttings
on highways or roads with near vertical inclination or the analysis of architectural facades in cities.
This study has addressed the influence of three factors: The number of GCPs, the distribution of
GCPs, and the orientation of photographs obtained by the UAV. From the results obtained, a series of
guidelines can be established to simplify the process of capturing data in the field and to improve the
accuracy of photogrammetric products. In order to obtain optimal results with respect to accuracy, it is
important to distribute of as many GCPs as possible throughout the study area and to make use of an
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adequate distribution GCPs coverage, as far as possible, over the entire area of interest. In case these
two conditions are difficult to meet, the inclusion of oblique photographs in the photogrammetric
project results in a substantial improvement in the results obtained. In this way, it is possible to
achieve an RMSE of around 3.0 cm, which is a sufficient scale for most engineering or architectural
projects. In addition, oblique photographs ostensibly improve the geometric description of break lines
or sudden changes in slope. Therefore, it is always advisable to use them for projects with vertical
topography. Under these circumstances, UAV photogrammetry constitutes a technique whose results
are equivalent to those obtained by a TLS, but with the incentive of lower cost and greater facility for
the treatment of the point cloud.
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